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Industrialization, Eraployrnent and the Choice of Alternative
Vintage Equipment in Less Developed Countries
by
Howard Pack and llic:1ael Todaro
I.

Introduction
It is a commonly accepted tenet of develonrnent economics 1 that in

order to generate and sustain risinz per capita income, poor nations must
undergo a process of industrialization, 1

ment are used to support this contention.

In general two lines of argu
First, the industrial sector

exhibits higher average productivity than either agricllture or services,
so that a transfer of labor from these latter sectors to industry results
in a net addition to total income.

Secondj as per capi.£8 income rises,

regardless of the sector of orizin, Ene,el' s law suggests tl1at an in.creas
ing share of total expenditure will be devoted to manufactured goods. Since
many countries are finding it increasingly difficult to sufficiently ex
pand export earnings, there a?pears to be little choice but to produce
domestically manufa~tured consumption goods.
The

industrialization ~.r~ usually suggested entails capital form

ation and a gratlual, but continuous modernization of the capital stock.
However, in order to obtain the requisite capital goods, these countries
must normally obtain adequate foreign exchange, either by exporting primary
materials and/or simple consumer-type goods or by seeking foreign aid.
Commonly the importation of capital equipment has posed two problems. First,
it is an often noted phenomenon that imported capital equipment, originatin3

1
See, for examnle, Ii.B. Chenery, ;'Patterns of Industrial Growth,' 1 American Economic Review, March, 1960, ands. Kuznets, Six Lectures on Econot!lic
Growth.

- 2 in the advanced western countries , is usually of a labor saving nature
with the result that the la~ between output growth and employment gen
eration appears to be very large in the LDC (less developed countries ). 1
In addition to the problem of labor absorptio n, considera ble potential
output may well be lost because of the lack of correspon dence between
the factor requireme nts of the imported, modern machinery and the resource
endowment of most poorer nations.
Second, as fluctuati on occurs in the demand for a country's exports,
investmen t programs must be continuou sly adjusted to the availabi lity of
foreign exch&nge.

Horeovcr , import substitut ion policies which tend to

concentra te heavily on consumpti on goods inevitabl y generate large demands
for capital equipment as well as intermedi ate imports.

The net result is

an ever increasin g demand for foreign exchange. 2
In this paper we shall analytica lly examine some of the implicati ons
for output and employment of the continued importati on of modern foreign
equip~ent .

In purticu!2 r, when this process·i s interpret ed in terms.of a_

vin!:ase mode:1 o~ capital accumula tion, many of the seemingly paradoxic al
phenomena of "successf ul" industria lization programs become more intelli
gible; and, furthermo re, some of the more common policy prescript ions
appear to be ill advised.

It will be our argument, therefore , that the

establishm ent of domestic machine producing capacity to replace imports
c2n contribut e. c•:.h~ ":.:'.:'_ ":::.al:!.y to the possible solution of oany of the• afore
mentioned obstacles to continued and rapid economic developme nt.

1See, for example,
W. Baer and M. Herve, ·,'Employment and Industria li-

zation in Developin g Countries ," Quarterly Journal of Economic s, February
1966, p. 91 for some cross-sec tional data on this employment lag.
2
See J. Sheahan, "Imports, Investmen t and Growth: Colombian Experienc e
since 1950," forthcomi ng.
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II.

Some Observations on the Nature of Imported rfachinery
Almost all models of the relationship betw22n capital accuraulation

and economic growth in the LDC view capital as a horaogeneous factor.
Moreover, the explicit production function is usually one of con~tant
returns to scale for all technological processes, be they capital or
labor intensive, fixed or variable proportions.

In spite of the analytic

convenience of working with these traditional concepts of production
theory, careful observers of developing cou:i.tries have occasion9.lly sug
gested that returns to more capital intensive proceoses may be greater
than those to labor intensive processes. 1 Moreover, there is a growing
body of data which brings into question the validity of the traditional
neoclassical relationship between capital intensity and factor productiv
ity.

In particular, with a constant returns to scale (CRTS) prcductio'.1

function, increasing capital intensity should be associated with diminioh
ing averc:.ge productivity of capital.

However, when the International La

bor Organization analyzed the experience of a nmaber of developi~g countries
they observed that

11

it does not appear to be the case that techniqt!e3 that

employ more labor per unit of capital always yield a larger output p3r unit
of capital.

Indeed, in a number of cases, it h2.s ~ee-::i observed th,;it sor;:.z

techniques that use much labor also use much capital per unit of output.',-2
Similarly, in a well-documented study of alternate techniq:,;:;s of production,
G.K. Boon cites evidence from the Japanese mancfacturing industry indicating
that in a significant ranl!e
of productior..., tl12 prodl.~ct·>•..._··
-· t a 1 , a_,
"'
~
_,, ~--7 o·f r--~Pwell as labor, rises as the capital-labor ratio increases with increasing
1

See, for example, H. Bruton, Principles of Deve].opment Economi_~s,

p. 41.

2
1nternational Labor Office, Employment Objectives in Economic Develop
ment, Geneva, 1967, p. 61.
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firm size. 1
Rather than using constant returns to scale functions with homogeneous
capital in analyzing the LDC it seems more plausible to t.:tke explicit cog
nizance of the heterogeneous nature of imported equipment.

He shalJ. assu::1e,

therefore, in the following analysis that the process of ca.pital accur,mla
tion in developing countries involves the continuous modernization of the
capital stock resulting from the importation of equipment of more modern
vintage.

Furthermore, we shall assume that each new vir.tage is both r..ore

capital intensive and exhibits a lower labor coefficient.
then proceed along the following lines.

The analysis wil

First, purely for heuristic pu:c

poses in the spirit of the above assumptions~ Lut in co.iform5.ty with the
traditional methods (i.e., continuous, twice differentiable production
function with homogeneous capital), we consider the implications or a pro
duction funcUon which exhibits greater returns to the more capital in.tensive processes relative to more labor intensive tech~ologies.

Thereafter,

we provide an explicit formulation of a vintage approach, whi.c':1, as we have
suggested above, is the more realistic way of handling the problca.

It will

be found that the results of both procedures have similar implications for
the nature of the development process and cnderline the importanc~ oi estab
lishing a domestic capital goods industry.
III. Differential Returns to Scale, Employment and Outpu-::--~ Eeu.ristic
Approach
Instead of the usual two factor production map with fixi:cd r.:::tu:rns t:>
scale (be they constant, increasing or decreasing) for all processes, let
us assume that the production map faced by firms in developing coutnrics
1
G.K. Boon, Economic Choice of Ht.nnan snd Physical Factors i.i Produc
tion, North Holland Publishing Co., 1964. Tables 3.lS and 3.22.
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is one which exhibits distinctly greater returns to scele for more capital
intensive techniques of production.

1

These assumptions are reflected in

the shape and position of the isoquants of Figure 1.

L

Figure 1
Now consider an expanding industry in which existing firms face the
above set of isoquants.

2

If the differential returns are great enough,

then a5 output increases the expansion path ABC could easily exhibit a
negative slope over some range.

This simply means ttat, assuming fixed

~his is not to be interpreted as imp lyine that there are absolutely in
creasing returns along the more capital intensive rays. It is difficult, more
over, to justify our differential returns to scale assumption in the context
of homogeneous capital. In fact, the underlying basis for this assumption
is the vintage nature of capital which we will explicitly incorporate into
the model of Section IV. The present approach is purely heuristic, but does
brinz to light in a familiar way the implication of differential returns to
alternative capital intensities.

£
6

2
This map differs from a neoclassical production function insofar
.~ 0 rather;than-fKK < 0.

as
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factor prices, as output expands more capital intensive technologies be
come increasingly more efficient in tenns of unit costs.

In this con

text, labor is seen to be an inferior factor on the basis of the assumed
technology, although actual inferiority may cor.stitute an extreme case. 1
An interesting implication of the isoquants of Figure

1 when consid

ered in the context of the typical capital market conditions existing in
the LDC, is the low probability of successful labor absorption resulting
from policies designed to reduce the relative price of labor. 2

A fre

quently proposed measure is the subsidization of labor in order to reduce
its market price towards its shadow price in an attempt to generate more
employment.

However, if we analyze this proposal within the framework of

our assumed technology and the frequently noted financial constraint (e.B.
credit restriction, often reflecting the poor financial intermediation
structure), it will be seen that it is likely not to be successful and
could conceivably have a perverse effect upon employment.

Consider Fig

ure 2.
Suppose a finn has available to it funds equal to

c0 •

Expressed in

units of homogeneous capital goods, this finance constraint is represented
by

c0 /r

where r is the price of capital.

Given an initial wage rate of w
0

1Actually,

in a number of instances, this perverse employment-output
relationship has been observed. For example, l1ead cites a study of Harbison
and Ibrahim which provides ;,several examples where the introduction of more
capital equipment in Hisr companies resulted in 111arked increases in textile
production while employment stayed constant or even fell 11 and notes that
"this group of companies is known for its forward-looking management as well
as for its desire to use the most advanced machinery and equipment. 11 Growth
and Structural Change in the Egyptian Economy (Richard D. Irwin, 1967), p.
120.
2

See, for example, J. Tinbereen, The Design of Development, Johns
Hopkins Press, 1958.
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K

--

L

point A is the least cost factor combination for Produc.ing output Q .
0

If

a subsidy were granted to finns based upon the number of employees, the
wage cost per worker to the finn would decrease to u as represented by line
1
K w•
0 1

With the technology which we have depicted, employment will actually

fall if the finn seeks to maximize output subject to its cost constraint.
The firm may have had little choice but to utilize a labor intensive tech
nique when the price of labor was relatively high.

However, the wage sub

sidy releases enough funds to pennit efficient production of a more capital
intensive nature.

The mechanism of adjustment is analogous to the well

kno"t-m income and substitution effects of consumer theory, ir~ this case the

neRative scale (income) effect severely inhibits the positive substitu tion
effect.
The seeming ly unorthod ox result, i.e., that labor is in a sense a
Giffen factor, derives from the dual assumpt ion of strong differe ntial re
turns to scale and a binding finance constra int.

In effect the "firm de

picted in Figure 2 is maximiz ing output subject to its limited finances as
opposed to minimiz ing cost for a eiven level of output.

In this sense,

the possibi lity of labor inferio rity in less develope d countrie s can arise. 1
However , even if one removes the assumpt ion of a binding financia l constra int
(i.e. allowing for a paralle l movement of the budget line, say to K 1\)
1
which permits the ninimiz ation of cost for the given output, it will be ob
served that the net employm ent effect, 1 1 , is still small relative to what
1 2
it would have been had a typical CRTS function prevaile d.
It is instruc tive, furthena ore, to conside: r the producti on equivale nt
of the Slutsky equation of consume r theory.

The response of employm ent to

a wage. change would be represen ted by the followin g equation ,
(1)

const.
where clL/clW is the total effect of a chan~e in the wage rate on the demand
for labor, and (cl1/clW)
in the wage rate and

t is the pure substitu tion effect of a change
0. = cons .

a1
-L<ac)

is the scale effect of the wa7,e change.

0

sequent ly, if the scale effect is

Con-

positive and greater in absolute value

than the pure substitu tion effect (which is always negative ),, a reductio n
1
It should be noted that with perfect competi tion in both factor and
product markets , this possibi lity of :'Glffen ocity'; of a factor could not
theoret ically arise. See J.P.. Hicks, Value anc Capital, Chapter 7 and Ap-·
pendix thereto. For a recent elabora tion of this problem s~e IT. Russell ,
:A Graphic al Proof of the. Impossi biiity of a Positive ly Inclined Demand Curve
for a Factor of Product ion," American Economic P.eview, Vol. 54, S-ept. 196l.,,
and D.F. Winch's Comment, Ibid. Vol. 60, No. 4, Septemb er 1%5.
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in the wage rate could lower the quar.tity of labor demanded.

Of course,

an outward shift in the finance constraint, as pointed out above~ would
modify this result.
Furthermore, if we multiply thz terms on both sides of equation (1)
by H/L we obtain the factor elasticity equivalent of the Slutsky produc
tion equation.
(2)

W

clL

L · aw

= (}i) •
L

(clL)
~J
ot

Co

-)

L

Q = canst.

The expression on the left-hand side of equation (2) is the total wa8e
elasticity of demand for labor.

The first term on the right side is the

pure wage elasticity of labor demand (again, always ne1:;ative) while the
second term consists of an expression representing the share of total
expenditure devoted to labor, WL/C 0 , and an expression for the expenditure
Co
clL
L
elasticity of demand for labor,

ac

0

We see, therefore, that the elasticity of labor demand will have its

.

(~L)
in
usual negative sign only so long as (~)
L
aw Q = canst. is greater
co
(clL
absolute value than _ WL
c0 ac 0 -L ) assuminG that the latter expression is
positive which is like:ly given our assumed techr.ology. Empirically, the

.

most interesting component of equation (2) is ~'IL.

For it can be seen that

0

the larEer the wage share of total outlays, the more pronounced could be
the inhibiting effect on employment.

Since the firms which account for a

major part of employment in less developed nations are small, labor inten
sive, and have a substantial wage component in total costs

(especially

when statistical allmvance is made for the absence of imputed wages to
family employees in addition to normally recorded wage and salary data),
the existence of this perverse relationship between wages and employment

becomes a distinct possibility.
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IV.

A Vintage Capital Approa'ch to Output and Employment
Uhile the preceding analysis provides a heuristic framework for

analyzing the process which we believe to be the common experience of
newly industrializing countries, (i.e. that growth is associated with
capital deepening and lagging employment), it disguises the underlying
phenomenon which gives rise to this result, namely, that the process of
capital accumulation is usually accomplished through modernization of
the existing stock.

1

Consequently a realistic analysis of the process

must take account of the heterogeneity of capital and the probability that
it pays growing firms to take advantage of increasingly modern vintages.
Let us assume, therefore, that the following technological relation
ships prevail among different vintages of capital:
1)

Each new vintage embodies labor savine technological progress

in the sense that physical labor requirements per unit of output decline
and, additionally, the machine costs per worker increase.
2)

2

Once a vintage is chosen, there are no substitution possibilities,

i.e., each vintaee exhibits fixed proportions.
3)

All vintages exhibit constant returr.s to scale.

Formally, these three assumptions may be expressed as follows:

or
L(t, v)
where,
Y(t, v) is the output in period t produced by capital of vintage v,
µ$(v) is the average (marginal) productivity of vintage v capital ex-

----'-1

see, for example, various issues of U.N. Industrialization and Pro
ductivity Review, for case studies.
2
since capital is no longer homogeneous, instead of each new vintage
being associated with a·higher capital intensity in the physical sense, we
must speak in terms of machine cost per worker. Qualitatively, the concepts
are very sbnilar.
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pressed as unit c2.p::_tal costs aud is constant for each vintage.
l( (v) is the dollar cost of vintage (v) capital equipment,
5
~

).. (v) is the .?.ve1age (marginal) product of labor used on vintage v
and is con::;tant for each vintage.
L(t, v) is the amount of labor •1sed on vintaee (v) capital in year t.

µ$ (v)
Since ~ I \ \ v,

is the labvr requirement per d0llar of vintage v capital in

use, assumption 1 1:"equires tlwt this ratio decline uith each vintage.
Lr)

Finally, lr~t :~,, P.ssu:.r.2 tbat the minimum output ,lt w-hich each new

vintage cc:-"n be effi.cisntly operated becor:-.cs pror;ressively larger.
These assi.rr;q,tions cr2 reflel'.t'3d in Figure 3 where more modern vintages
a:i:'e rep:;:e.3e:nted by progressjyely steeper rays, and where along each ray,
u."lit additions to cutput a;:-e equally sp,_cetl.

Horeover, the spacing of

these unit output: cdditions becor,~es progressively smaller for each more
modern vin:.:~:.je.

fa.ch ray 11:is a m:Lninum effj_cient output level which also
1

increases u:.th rw::c P'.J-:lern c.qnipme:it. -efficicat iactm7 d:.-:-,:!' ~;'.! ~-,hen th

0

;

Lastly, in order to represent

j_nvcstmE.nt decis5.or. involves

different

vintages, w,:, have represcnt0.d cap:!'.tal by dollar costs on the vertical axis
rather than by tm.:Lto of physicaJ. cnpj_t:al sj_nce the latter concept has no
mennin'ff• in t.iiic

C':'!l te:z:t.

"
.i.

1

The choice of s·9ecific nu.-nbera assigned to individual isoquants in
Fi8crc 3 is purely nroitr~~Y, a:id is rr.2rely intended to reflect the spirit
of Ol.!r ass•-1m:_Jti'J::3. Obviously, the 2.ctual numbers will depend on the par
ticul::;t ir.dm:try ccnside!'.'cd and its technoloeical opportunities.
2

This 2ggregr.:.tfoa proced'..1.:..-e can bs justifieci theoretically by reference
to the Hic1rn-Leo~:.::ie:.: theorGn c:.1 composite zoocis. Since the relative price of
the heterogeneous cnpital zoods is set by the fixed relationship between. the
productivity of ca1:;,ital of different vin~ages, one can treat ::capital" as a
cost concept just as one treats "all other goods:: as income in the theory of
consumer beh~vior. In effect each vintage must be treated as a different
factor cf production so that inputs consist of all equipment of all vintages
plus labo;:-. But, th:.s docs net preclnde us, as demonstrated below, from uniquely
determining optimal vint2;23 when the price of labor i[' given. Furthermore, from
a strictly practic:11 vie~;-poh1i:, th~ fact that this equipment is imported from
the large j_~H.!t1strial countries neans that relative equipment prices are set in
the internr.tional mer:~et nnd ;ire u1:.affected by shifts in the domestic economy.

- I), -

.-· w

//11.I

L
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Let us no\; consider ho,J a tynical fin"!1 might go about choosing some
various vintages in order to inplement desired increases in out~ut.

Suppose

ue have a firm producing 4 units of output with relativel y lahor intensive
equipment of vinta'.',e i as rsmresent ed by point 3 in Figure 4.
pated that demend will increase to 12 units.

The question therefore arises

as to how best to achieve this desired output levGl.

The ansuer is ulti

mately related to the choice amon3 alternativ e vir..tares.

d

Ly

L. ~
Figure 4

It is antici

c.l

j
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The criterion for choosing the optimal vi~tage or combination of
vintages would be provided by the simple rule of cost minimization for
the desired level of output.

The relevant costs that must be considered,

however, depend on the nature of the vintages chosen.

Assuming that the

cost of existing capital is a foregone alternative, this cost calculation
would dictate choosing the minimum amon~ the following alternatives.
a)

The additional cost (both labor and capital) of meeting the new

output requirement by purchasing more of the same vintae;e equipment plus
the labor cost associated with the continued use of the existing equipment.
Symbolically :

ci

= K$-0-Q (vi)

+

= KQ-Q(v)
$
i

+ >.(v.)

= KQ$-Q(v .)

+

6LiWi + L • Hi

.

1

(0. - Q)W.1 +

l.

1

l

· Q• W

>.(vi)

i

1
;>.

(vi)

..

Q

. wi
(1)

where Q is desired output, Q is initial output, K~-Q(vi) is investment cost
of vintage i equipment, H. is the wage per worker T:hen only vintage i equip1.

ment is used.
b)

The total cost of producing the entire output with a completely

new vintage, allowine; the existing equipment to fall into disuse.

This

can be expressed by
en = K~ ( v j )

where r.yj >

+

!

A( j)

0

Q • Wj

(2)

u1 • 1

1
The wage rate paid by the finn using the more modern vintage alone is
likely to be greater than th~t paid when only the older vintage is used, due
to the higher profitability of producing with the newer equipment. We shall
have further comment on differential wage structures later in the paper.
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The additional cost of producing the required output with a

c)

combination of both vintages e.g., by purchasing some of the new vintage
and using it with the existing equipment.
C'

1

f V

(3)

A (v.)
J

Returning to Figure 4 recall that the finn is initially producing
4 units of output at point g and must decide how best to produce the

additional units.

Its choice possibilities consist of producing at

point X, i.e. purchasing additional vintage i equipment sufficient to
produce 8 more units of output;

1

point Y representing production only

with an entirely new stock of vintage j equipment; and point Z which
utilizes the existing vintage i equipment to produce 4 units of output
and purchasing enough vintage j equipment to produce the remaining 8
units.
The cost corresponding to choice Xis represented by point C' on the
vertical axis.

This total is arrived at as follows:

with dollars measured

on the vertical axis and Withe initial wage rate, the slope of line dd'
reflects this initial wage rate W..
1

The total cost associated with produc-

ing 8 units of output using vintage i capital is odor in terms of the

Q- §

Q-0
cost equation, K$ '(vi)+ A(vi) Wi.

To this it is necessary to add the cost

Q
of labor utilized on the already existing capital, viz., A(v•) Wi which can
1

be shown to equal ab (=bd).

Adding ab to od yields oC' •

Similarly, the

cost corresponding to choices Y and Z are equal to C'' and C''', noting that
the wage rate associated with choice Y is Wj >

v\

and the wage associated

1
The nwnbers in parentheses along process i represent total output
achievable with the additional vintage i equipment recognizing that there
already exists equipment sufficient to produce 4 units of output.

- 16 with choice Z is once again H. (the average labor productivit y on vintage
1
i capital).

Note, finally, that when choice Y is made the associated cost

of utilized capital equipment, ir..0$-·(v.), is less than the total value of
-

J

--

existing capital Ki(vj) + K~(v ) due to the scrapping of vintage i equip1
1
ment.
The above analysis illustrates the rationality of modernizati on from
the individual firms' point of view in the developing countries. Basically
there are three reasons for this phenomenon, only the first of which is
really reflected in Figure 4.

First, the greater factor productivit y of

the more modern equipment offsets the relatively higher capital costs and
wage rates to such an extent that unit factor costs of oucput~ the relevant
desideratl.Bll , are lower with this more modern vintage.

Second, the above

analysis did not allow for the inevitable physical depreciatio n of the
existing equipment.

Recognition of such depreciatio n would have the ef

fect of requiring replacement so that the actual parenthesiz ed numbers
in Figure 4 would be somewhat lower than those shown.

This would strengthen

the tendency to choose the more modern vintage by increasing C'.

Finally,

from a practical point of view even if the cost criterion were to indicate
further investment in vintage i equipment, it might well be that either
the machinery itself and/or spare parts would no longer be available from
the advanced countries which had since changed to the production of newer
2

vintaBes.
1 .
·One implication of this statement is the strong possibility of existence
of idle but potentially physically productive equipment in the larger firms.
The phenomenon of excess capacity at the firm level in capital scarce economies
has often been noted. We believe that the vintage approach provides an economic
rationale for explaining this apparent paradox although part of the explanation
also lies in market and structural imperfectio ns.
2 .
See Footnote 1, pp. 2 3 below.

- 17 Consider nm, the e1:1ployr.1ent ir.:plications of the 13rowth process de
picted in Fi3ure 4.
employment

1z:, Ly,

Correspo~1d.ine to each choice, X. Y. Z is a level of
L

2

on the horizontal axis.

1

It is iTill~ediately evident

that the choice of r.iore moderr, equipment involves e. s-c1aller increment of
labor for the. same additional output than that associated with further investment in older, mora labor intensive equipBent.

Consequently, there

is a conflict for the indivio.ual finn (and ir~dus try) betwee1:. the dictates
of cost minir;dzation an,~ the social criterion of labor absorption.

It is

fairly safe to assune that •-T~1en such a conflict arises, private profit
maximization ,-!ill prevail.
Extendinr the ar,alysis of Fie;ure 4 to

2

lonzer run cor-.sideration of

the growth process might lead to a relationship betwe~n output, o,:>timal
I

vintas2 choice, and em~loyment as de:itcted in Fi3ure 5.

A hypothetical

expansion. path generated :;y the choic2 process just outline::'. is abcde.
The corresponding et!iployment nath is sho1m in Figure Sb.

As more r:i.oderu

vintages are adopted, it can be seer: that the diverge1:-..ce bett->ee1: efficient
employment levels froo tl:e £inn's point of vieu ans:' th~t which would have
occurred had expansion occurrec:1 Hith the more labor inteEsive vintages
(e.g., compare c

I

and s) becom~s ir.creasinrly lar~:e.

inrr>lies a decreasin3 marsinal em,loyment-out:::mt re.tio.

In effect, this
It ~i'ill be noted~

of course, that the average proc'.uctivity of employed labor is constantly
increasine over time.

1

½c

is not vertically ali~::-ied with point X, but with point X1 , Phich
shor-1s the total labor requiremer,ts of 12 units beinc produced only with
vintage i equipment.

- lC --

Figure 5

\

- 19 One of the more interes ting empiri cal implica tions of the above
analys is is that one might expect that those indust ries whose output
has grown most rapidly are also the ones which have modern ized most
rapidly , i.e. , they have been able to take advanta ge of the newer vin
tages.

Such a phenomenon would imply, as pointed out above, that the

differe ntial between the growth rate of output and that of employment
would be positiv ely correla ted with the former.

Altern atively the

faster growing indust ries would exhibi t greate r rates of produc tivity
growth .

A recent cross-s ection study by the U.N. of industr y in the

develop ing countr ies found that
" ••• in each case [i.e. for each
industr y] the expecte d rate of
increas e in labor produc tivity
rose as the pace of expans ion in
output grew. 11 1
Furthen nore,

for heavy manufa cturing indust ries alone it ·was found that
" ••• the ratios of the coupled increas es
in labor produc tivity and output were
higher for the develop ing countr ies than
the indust rialize d countr ies up to rapid
rates in expans ion in output probab ly
because a portion of the expansi on was
supplie d by constru cting neu plants .;~

1

U.U. The Growth of World Industr y - 19%-61 . Intern ationa l Analys es
and Tables , p. 98. For exampl e, when the avera~e annual rates of change
in
labor produc tivity, (Y), were regress ed on average annual rates of change
in produc tion (X), the followi ng equatio ns were estimat ed for the given
in
dustrie s. (p. 96).
y

Chemic als

(1

Basic Metals

(l + 100>

+ 100>
y
y

Metal Produc ts (1 + 100>

+ _!_). 651

= .992

(1

= 1.02

(1 + _!_).47 1

= .987

(1 + _!_). 644

100

100

100

r

= • 82

r

= • 79

y .

.5G3
(l + 100> = 1.00 (l + __;,;__)
100
2
U.N., 2£.· cit., p. 89.

Textile s

r = .69

r = • 76

- 20 These statements would seem to lend support to the hypothesis of
a relatively large output employment lag arising from ra~id increases
in labor productivity in the LDC's.

These productivity increases are,

in turn, attributable to the ability of certain industries in these
countries to modernize their capital stocks rapidly and to take advan
tage of what Gerschenkron has called the benefits of relative backwardness.
Finally~ let us consider once a3ain the wage implications of the
vintage model.

It is an often noted phenomenon that large firms pay

higher wages than smaller firms within the same industry.

This is

alleged to be the result of the ability of unions to negitiate high wage
settlements or government pressures to pay high wages which are mainly
directed at larger firms.

The existence of such a differential wage

structure is cited, therefore, as an inhibiting influence on employment
growth.

I:owever, the apparent willingness of large firms to pay higher

wages is also consistent with the implications of our vintage model. Since
larger firms can be expected to utilize capital of more modern vintage,
and since the wage rate which profit maximizing firms would be willing to
pay is directly related to the profitability of the vintage in use, it
follows that larger firms would be willing to pay higher wages than smaller
.
1
f irms.
Consequently, the observed higher wages are not necessarily the
cause of the employment problem but the result of the technological properties
of the vintage model.

Therefore proposed measures to eliminate wage differ

entials by removing union and government pressures would seem to result
1
In short, the willingness of large firms to accede to union pressure
is attributable to the higher average (and marginal) productivity of the
workers whom they employ on their more modern vintage equipment.
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merely in an increase in quasi rents on the existing vintages, and not in
an increase in job opportunities.
A similar analysis Hould seem to apply to proposed ,-rage subsidy schemes.
Eve·.1 if it Here possible to induce the usage of nore labor intensive equip
ment, the increase in employment could only be marginal as the existir..r; modern
vintages are not likely to be scrappecl in favor of elder equipment as a re
sult of wage reductions.

~ecallinz our earlier discussion of the possibility

of ,:Giffenociti' of labor when a financial constraint exists, it is to be
noted that this analysis rias based on the explicit (but not implicit) assump
tion of homogeneous capital and~ therefore, overlooked the que.stion of
scrapping and permitted instantaneous adjustr,1ents in factor utilization (as~
indeed, do almost all of the discussions relating to choice of optimal factor
intensities in developin3 countries).

Consequently, the possibility of an

absolute employment decline as the result of a wage reduction deper.deC:. in·
sense on all output beinr; produced with the newest vintage.

however, in terms

of the marginal versus total cost criterion for optimal vintage choice des
cribed earlier, we see that there is no~ priori reason why older equipment
will be immediately scrapped even thour,h there is reason to believe that it
will be replaced by more modern equipment over time.

Thus the extreme case

of a perverse relationship between Hages and employment will not necessarily
occur.

Furthennore, as output expands and/or the budp,et line shifts out,

employment would be expected to shou some increase.

_.Je,#.._u

The net result is -t.A-et

aforementioned slow growth of employn.ent, but at a much louer rate than most
advocates

of wage reductions would envision.

- 22 V.

Some Implications for Domestic Capital Goods Production
Given the resource endowment common to less developed countriesj viz.,

abundar.t labor sup:?lies, the industrialization process outlined above, which
we believe is a close representation of the one whicL actually occurs, has
disconcerting implications not only for the future of em~loyment generation
but also the implied loss in output resultint: from wasted resources which are
potentially productive.

l:~oreover, even if it Fere deemed desirable to follow

this process, its feasibility depends u~on the continuous importation of
capital goods and therefore the ability to obtain sufficient foreign exchasne
through export expansion and/or forei3n aid.

However, both the well-known

uncertainties arising from fluctuations in foreigu mar'..~ets and the apparent
decline in the availability of foreirn assistance often severely interrupt
planned programs of industrialization through imnort su'!.Jstitution.

1

An alternative procedure is the encouragement of a domestic machine
producing industry which is capable of producing efficient, labor intensive
techniques for other branches.

Let us state explicitly that this is not

proposed as a solution to the employment problem at the cost of decreasing
the rate of growth of output.

Rather, it is proposed on the assumption that

both output and employment growth can be accelerated.
A technology desi3ned in the LDCvs could~ by developinp and producin8
efficient labor inte~sive techniques, increase the total output to be obtained
fro1:t a given amount of investment, by improvin~ the average productivity of all
workers as ne:11 as that of capital uith the more labor intensive techniques. 2
In terms of our diagramatic framework, production of such machinery could be
interpreted as an increase in the outl)ut associated l•Yith. each factor combina
tion alone the more labor intensive rays so that there is less incentive to
;sheahan, ~· cit.
See, in this context, the excellent paper by A. B. Atkinson and J.E.
Stir.;litz, "A Ne,v View of Technological Change," forthcominz, especially
section II.
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switch to the more capHa.l intensive :orocesses. 1
In short, the creation of a domestic capital equipment industry with
labor usinc designs could re.concile the existir.3 .conflict between the dic
tates of private cost mininization and the social objective of output growth
with significant labor absorption.

The establishment of this industry

could thus provide both static income gains by producing the means for effi
ciently utilizing previously idle labor as well as significant dynamic bene
fits by minimizing the interruptions in the execution of development plans.
Finally, another potential dynamic gain is provided by external economies or
as Rosenberg has expressed it, the: technological convergence: of processes
arising out of the development of machine tools nhich can be utilizec at
various stages of production in seemingly unrelated industries. 2
Although the establishment of a machine-producing sector has always
been recognized

a3

an abstract policy alternative, it has received little

attention in the LDC as it is assumed that the machine tool industry is
1
Although there is evidence from both Javan ar.cl India sugeesting that
efficient labor intensive techniques can be designEd, the argument is strength
ened by the reco3nition that most of the d::sira.ble labor intensive vintages
which advanced countries may have used in the past are no longer available. For
example, n. Singer in InternationaJ_ Development, Growth and Change (Hew York:
McGraw Hill, 1964), p. 59, observes that
" •.• the technoloey of a hundred years ago would
be desirable for them [the L"8C] and would make
their economic development easier but that tech
nology no lonrer exists. It has been scrapped
and rightly scrapped in the developed. countries.,;
Thus there would seem to be direct benefits merely from reproducing this dis
carded technology in addition to developin3 more efficient labor using techniques.
2
1:athan Rosenberg, "Technological Chan3e in th-a Fachine Tool Industry,
ltl40-1910, :; Journal of Economic History, Lecember 1963, pp. 414-443.
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capital intensive, and therefore iml)lies a compa.rative disadvanta~e in
production.· However, this position overlooks several important climensions
of the problem.

First, the !iigh capital intensity of the branch is sup

posedly based upon the fact that the inciustry requires substantial amount
of metal products includin3 steel.

Uhile these are undoubtedly capital

intensive~ it does not mean the machine tool branch is itself capital in-
tensive, only that its total capital input (direct and indirect) is high.
Thus, if steel can be imported the sector is labor intensive, particularly
skill intensive. 1

In Israel, for example, the direct capital coefficient

in the machinery branch is amonz the lowest of· all branches of manufactut··
ing.
Even though the requisite skills may not be currently available in
some of the LDC, trainin~, Hhich may be viet1ed as a forre of investment,
coulc1. easily be introduced e.s the absolute number of r,rorkers in this
bra.~ch is relatively small.

Clearly, the establishment of this industry

might imply some initial inefficiency and higher costs of r:achinery. Hou
ever, this cost differential is li!-:ely to be transitory assumin.~ that
learning occurs as the: absolute cost of skillecl labor in tl'le LDC, the sinr,le
most important input, is much lm,er than in the

Festern European countries.

Another feature of the branch is the lacl: of lar8e scale production
for stocL

1,ost orders are oc1 ar.. individual basis and thus there are no

economies of scale as such.

Eowever, as P..osenber3 has pointed out there may

be ''economies of specialization" e. 8 •• if firms only produce· particular .
machines~ say, for the cotton industry.

Hhile each machi::ie nay differ, the

repetition involved in Producing or,ly minor variants may provide cost savings.
Ho~,rever, unless the market is large it may not be able to. support such special1
See, e.g. "!. .t. Bruno, Interde2endence , P.esource Use and Structural Change
in Israel, Bank of Israel, 1962.
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Thus• in. certain situatio::is • our ar,:::ument is ".,erhaps best un<ler

stcod in tBnns of reBionel 1:1arkets like that of• say, East Africa.
In the final analysis, however, the ultimate reason for establishing
the branch is the possibility of producin~ equipment appropriate for
domestic resource endouments.

If the l,ranch succeeds in generating a

labor using technologv, then the average productivity of both labor and
capital will rise and the. absor1)tion of previously idle or under-utilized
manpower T,,ill be in the private as well as social interest.

